polaris
The latest version of the famous
Diamondguard antenna. Special light
conductive glass enchances the full
illumination of the antenna which is
achieved by extreme bright LEDs.
The Polaris shines and glances
in 3 different color variations.
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accessories
The polaris system is compatible with any RF tag and
label types as well as with loxys media safers.
round hard tags
teardrop hard tags
soft tags (for thinner clothing, like ﬁne lingerie, etc.)
self-adhesive, deactivatable paper labels
self-adhesive, non-deactivatable paper labels
laminated tags
and a wide variety of other RF accessories!

technical speciﬁcations
Material:
Height:
Width:
Breadth:
Weight

chrome-coated steel base, safety-glass body
1,60 m
0,44 m
0,12 m
8 kg

Mains voltage:

220-240 VAC @ 50 Hz (EU)
110-120 VAC @ 60 Hz (US/CAN)

due to the polaris’s excellent technical parameters the
system renders the most effective detection performance
the system is capable of detecting any type of
Shopguard surveillance tag on the given frequency
available with integrated metal detection feature
chrome-plated steel and safety-glass combination
makes antennas particularly resistant
deactivation of paper sticker labels can be
accomplished with 100 % efﬁciency, thus avoiding
false alarms caused by incorrect deactivation
possibility for integrated deactivation in barcode scanner
self-adjusting electronics ﬁlters electrical disturbances
using software solution
3 color variations available as TX/RX or TRX systems
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Shopguard’s internationally acclaimed brand of safer/
keeper products provide extended security for all kinds
of high value individual products in the self service retail
environment. Loxys safers are available with RF, AM or
EM protection. More info: www.loxys.com

detection distances

protecting your business
Shopguard Systems Limited and its international partner companies have been present on the international EAS market for the past sixteen years, manufacturing, selling, installing and maintaining such systems. Please visit our ofﬁcial site for further information: www.shopguard.com
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